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memorY	page:

	chapter	maxim: 	in	principio	erat	verbum 
(In the beginning was the Word—John 1:1)

	 neW	chant:	 amö 

	VocaBuLarY:

  singular plural

1st person amö amämus
2nd person amäs amätis
3rd person amat amant 

 Latin English

	 amö,	amäre,	amävï,	amätum	 i	love,	to	love,	i	loved,	loved

	 dö,	däre,	dedï ,	dätum	 i	give,	to	give,	i	gave,	given

	 intrö,	inträre,	inträvï,	inträtum	 i	enter,	to	enter,	i	entered,	entered	

	laborö,	laboräre,	laborävï,	laborätum	 i	work,	to	work,	i	worked,	worked

	 narrö,	narräre,	narrävï,	narrätum	 i	tell,	to	tell,	i	told,	told

	 aqua,	aquae	 water

	 fabula,	fabulae	 story

	 porta,	portae	 gate

	 silva,	silvae	 forest

	 terra,	terrae	 earth
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chapter	1:	grammar	page	 unit	1

	 VerBs:	  Verbs?  What are Verbs?  They are a part of speech.  A part of speech is a 
type of word. There are 8 parts of speech in English and Latin has the same 
8 parts of speech, too!  For now though, we will just concentrate on verbs.  
Verbs are very important, since without a verb, there will not be a com-
plete sentence in either English or Latin.  Verbs have a very special job: a	
verb	names	the	action	or	state	of	being	in	a	sentence.		

	 enDings,	
	 enDings,	
	 enDings!	  In Latin, we will be translating many words and sentences.  When translat-

ing sentences, verbs must be recognized before any other word.  There are 
two ways we can recognize verbs.  First, if you know what a Latin word 
means, you can figure its part of speech by what it is in English.  On the 
other hand, it is not necessary to translate the verb to know it is a verb.  
How can that be?  It's quite easy, really!  You can recognize Latin verbs by 
their endings.

      Notice that on the facing page there is a chart.  It shows one of the most 
common verbs with all of its endings.  When we show a verb together with 
its endings, that is called conjugating a verb.  

       One thing that we need to know about Latin is that it is a language of 
many, many endings.  Don't worry, though.  All the endings allow us to 
use fewer words.  So... Latin	is	a	language	of	many	endings,	but	fewer	
words.

      For example: in Latin we say “amo.”  In English we say “I love.”  We 
must use two words to say it in English, but it only takes one to say it in 
Latin.  All of the endings work in the same way. 
For example:

   As you can see, each ending replaces a pronoun and allows for full use of 
the verb in any situation.  Because of this, we don't need to use pro-
nouns nearly as often in Latin!1

  singular plural

1st person amö: I love amämus: we love

2nd person amäs: you love amätis: you all love

3rd person amat: he, she or it loves amant: they love

1Pronouns are words that fill in for 
nouns.  For example, instead of  saying 
“Titus wins” we could say “He wins.”
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chapter	1:	WorKsheet

a.	transLation:

1. amö  _____________________

2. intrö _____________________  

3. dö _______________________   

4. laborö ____________________   

5. fabula  ____________________   

11. In principiö erat Verbum. ___________________________________
 

6. aqua ______________________

7. porta _____________________

8. narrö _____________________

9. silva ______________________

10. terra _____________________

B.	chant:	

Conjugate the verb amö. 
See if you can remember how to label the boxes

c.	grammar:	

1. A __________ of __________ is a type of ___________.

2. Latin is a language of many___________ and fewer __________.

3. A ______ names the ________ or _________ of _________ in a sentence.

4. To ____________ a verb is to ___________ all of its ___________.

D.	DeriVatiVes:

1. Aesop is famous for his ______________(fabula)

2. Reward will follow hard _____________ (laborö)

amö	

unit	1
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chapter	1:	pre-QuiZ

a.	VocaBuLarY

B.	chant:	

Conjugate the verb amö. 
See if you can remember how to label the boxes 

c.	grammar:

Define the following words.

1. Conjugation ______________________________________________________
 
2. Verb ____________________________________________________________ 

	 Latin	 engLish

amö	

unit	1

amö,	amäre,	amävï,	amätum

dö,	däre,	dedï,	dätum

intrö,	inträre,	inträvï,	inträtum

laborö,	laboräre,	laborävï,	laborätum

narrö,	narräre,	narrävï,	narrätum

aqua,	aquae

fabula,	fabulae

porta,	portae

silva,	silvae

terra,	terrae



memorY	page:

	chapter	maxim:  arma	virumque	canö 
(Of arms and the man I sing—Virgil's Aeneid)

	 neW	chant:	 Declension of mënsa

	VocaBuLarY:

SN, PrN

PNA

IO

DO, OP

OP

Nominative

Genitive

Dative

Accusative

Ablative

Case

 Latin English

 errö,	erräre,	errävï,	errätum	 i	wander,	to	wander,	i	wandered,	wandered

	 stö,	stäre,	stëtï ,	stätum	 i	stand,	to	stand,	i	stood,	stood

	 parö,	paräre,	parävï,	parätum	 i	prepare,	to	prepare,	i	prepared,	prepared

	 spectö,	spectäre,	spectävï,	spectätum	 i	look	at,	to	look	at,	i	looked	at,	seen

	 sum,	esse,	fuï 	 i	am,	to	be,	i	was	

	 ancilla,	ancillae	 maid-servant

	 glöria,	glöriae	 glory

	 ïra,	ïrae	 anger

	 unda,	undae	 wave

	 fenestra,	fenestrae	 window

page �

Noun Job Singular Plural

mënsa-"table"

mënsae-"of the table"

mënsae-"to, for the table"

mënsam-"the table"

mënsä-"by, with, from the table"

mënsae-"tables"

mënsärum-"of the tables"

mënsï	s-"to, for the tables"

mënsäs-"the tables"

mënsï	s-"by, with, from the tables"

Chapter 3
Unit i



chapter	3:	grammar	page	

   Do you remember what a noun is from your English grammar class?  Just 
in case you forgot, a	noun	is	a	word	that	names	a	person,	place,	thing	or	
sometimes	an	idea.  Do you remember how in the last chapter we found 
that verbs have all sorts of different endings?  Well, nouns have a whole set 
of endings all their own.  When we put together all of the different forms 
of a verb, we call it “conjugating” a verb, but when we do the same thing 
for a noun, we call it “declining” a noun.  

   Take a look at the declension of mënsa on the facing page above.  Notice 
how, just like with the verbs, the chart has two “columns” going up and 
down.  Just like with the verbs, the column on the left is for the singular 
forms of the noun (which means just one, remember?) and on the right 
are all the plural forms.  No problem so far, right?  We call the difference 
between singular and plural in nouns their “number,” just like we do for 
verbs.

 
   “Number” is the only thing that both verbs and nouns have 

in Latin, though.  Another thing that Latin nouns have is 
gender, and verbs don't have that.  English nouns have 
gender, too.  In English, “boy” is a masculine noun 
and “girl” is a feminine noun and “table” is a neuter 
noun, meaning that it’s not really either a “boy-table” 
or a “girl-table” because tables aren't boys or girls... 
they're just tables.  Well, I know that this will surprise 
you, but in Latin, all tables are girls!  At least they are in 
Latin grammar.  In fact, all of the nouns from this week 
and last week are feminine, which means that they're “girl-
nouns”  (Don't worry, boys; we'll give you lots of mas-
culine nouns next chapter.)  In Latin, nouns ending in 
“a,	ae” (we call them “1st declension” nouns) are almost 
always feminine.  Make sure that you learn those endings and whether they 
are masculine or feminine because it's important to always know a noun's 
gender.

noun	DecLensions

page 10
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chapter	3:	WorKsheet

a.	transLation	(neW	anD	reVieW	VocaBuLarY):

1.	errö		_____________________

2.	spectö		 ___________________

3.	stö		______________________

4.	ïra		 ______________________

5.	unda		 ____________________

11.	arma	virumque	canö!		___________________________________
 

6.	fossa		_____________________

7.	cëna		_____________________

8.	patria		____________________

9.	mënsa		___________________

10.	vïa	 _____________________

B.	chant:	

Fill in the endings and translate the forms of mensa given below:

c.	grammar:	

1.  A _________ names a __________, __________, ___________ or ___________.

2.  Singular and _____________ are the two options for ________________.

3. "Number" answers the question "____________________________?"

4.  Masculine, ______________ and neuter are the three options for ___________.

5.   Giving all of the endings for a verb is called "conjugating" it, whereas listing all 
the forms of a noun is called _____________ it.

D.	DeriVatiVes:

1. If you study, you should ______________ to do well. (spectö)

2.  To __________________ something is to throw it out the window.  
 (fenestra, preceded by "de" for "out")

case																			singuLar																								pLuraL

Nominative

Genitive

Dative

Accusative

Ablative

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

mëns___________

unit	1
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chapter	3:	pre-QuiZ

a.	neW	VocaBuLarY

	 Latin	 engLish
errö,	erräre,	errävï,	errätum

stö,	stäre,	stëtï,	stätum

parö,	paräre,	parävï,	parätum

spectö,	spectäre,	spectävï,	spectätum

sum,	esse,	fuï

ancilla,	ancillae

glöria,	glöriae

ïra,	ïrae

unda,	undae

fenestra,	fenestrae

B.	chant:	Give the chant for the declension of mensa and label the boxes

c.	grammar:	Define the following terms:

1. Noun:

2. Declension:

3.  What question does the “number” of a noun answer?

4.  What are the two options for number?

5.  What are the three options for gender?

SN, PrN

PNA

IO

DO, OP

OP

Nominative

Genitive

Dative

Accusative

Ablative

Case Noun Job Singular

unit	1



reVieW	chapter:

page 1�

Now that you have learned 40 Latin words (10 
words in each chapter), it is time to review them 
to make sure you won't forget them.  Remember 

to practice reciting these words for 5 to 10 minutes every 
day.  Try to give the English words for each Latin word 
on the list.  For each word that you miss, put a check in 
the box next to that word.  Then work really hard on 
those "checked" words until you have them mastered!  If 

you want to, write the English words by the Latin words.  
Remember to chant or sing the words several times every 

day.   Review this list at least once every day this week.

VerBs:
 amö _____________________
 dö  ______________________
 intrö ____________________
 laborö ___________________
 narrö ____________________

nouns:
 aqua ____________________
 fabula ___________________
 porta ____________________
 silva _____________________
 terra ____________________
 via ______________________
 fossa ____________________
 mensa ___________________
 meta ____________________
 pagina ___________________
 cena _____________________
 patria____________________
 aura _____________________
 regina ___________________
 insula ___________________

VerBs:
 errö _____________________
 stö ______________________
 parö_____________________
 spectö ___________________
 sum _____________________

nouns:
 puella ___________________
 femina ___________________
 germina __________________
 filia _____________________
 magistra _________________
 discipula _________________
 domina __________________
 famula ___________________
 serva ____________________
 amica____________________
 ancilla ___________________
 glöria ____________________
 ï ra ______________________
 unda ____________________
 fenestra __________________

Chapter 5
Unit 1



chapter	5:	reVieW

	DeriVatiVe	stuDY	
   “Derivatives” are English words that come from Latin words.  For exam-

ple, “aquatic” is an English derivative word that comes from the Latin word 
aqua (which means “water”).  Then there is the strange English derivative 
word “defenestration,” which means the act of throwing something out the 
window!  This word comes from the Latin “root” word fenestra (which 
means window).  The English derivative “amicable” comes from the Latin 
word amicus (friend).    During this review week, we will learn many more 
derivatives that help you learn the Latin words better and learn some more 
about English too!  Review the lists below that contain your Latin vocabu-
lary for the last two chapters along with some English derivatives.

VerBs

amö: amity (friendship), amorous 
(showing love to someone)

Dö: donate, donation
intrö: entrance, introduction

Laborö: laboratory (a place where you…work!)
narrö: narrate, narration (a story, something told)

nouns

aqua: aquatic (having to with water)
fabula: fable, fabulous

porta: portable (something you can carry), port (a 
place where things are carried--often in ships!)

silva: Pennsylvania (William Penn's woods)
terra: extra-terrestrial (from another planet), 

terrain (the lay of the land)
Via: way

fossa: fossil
mënsa: mesa (large flat plain…like a huge table)

mëta: no derivatives for this word!
pagina: page

cëna: cenacle ( a fancy name for a dining room)
patria: patriot, patriotic

aura: aroma (something in the air that smells good)
rëgïna: reign (to rule), regal (like a king or queen)
insula: insular (all alone like an island), insulate (to 

surround something--like an island is 
 surrounded by water).

VerBs

errö: error, erroneous (to be in error)
stö: stationary, station, static (not moving)
parö:  the best derivative is prepare--what the word 
itself means
spectö:	spectator, spectacle (a sight to be seen!).  A 
Roman gladiator fight was called a spectacula!
sum: no derivatives

nouns

puella: no derivatives
fëmina: feminine, female
germana: germane (closely related--like a brother!)
filia: filial (having to do with a parent and child 
relationship).
magistra: magistrate (a ruler or judge)
Discipula: disciple (someone who follows and 
learns from another)
Domina: dominate (to control)
famula:	family, familiar
serva: servant, serve
amica: amicable (friendly)
ancilla: ancillary (helpful)
glöria: glory, glorify
ïra:	irritate, irritable, irascible (easily angered)
unda: undulate (moving up and down), undulation 
(a wave or something like a wave)
fenestra: defenestration (the act of throwing some-
one or something out of a window)

page 1�
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chapter	5:	reVieW

WorKing	With	DeriVatiVes

Did you know that in some English dictionaries (usually thick ones) you can find 
Latin words as part of the definition for English words?   Here is an example from the 
Meriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, using the word fable:

fable: n. [ME, fr. MF, fr. L fabula conversation, story, play…]: a fictitious  
narrative or statement as : a legendary story of  supernatural happenings.

The “ME” means Middle English and the “MF” means Middle French.  The two little 
letters “fr.” mean “from.”  Guess what the “L” means?  Yes, it is an abbreviation (a 
short way of saying something) for Latin!  You already know what fabula means!  So 
the word fable is from Middle English, from Middle French and originally from Latin 
(from fabula).   This dictionary also tells us that fabula can be defined as “conversa-
tion, story, play”…but you already knew that.  The Latin words in these definitions 
can be called “roots” since the English word grew up out of the “root” of the Latin 
word.  The Latin "root" for fable is fabula.  The “derivative” of fabula is fable. 

Now choose one English derivative from each column and look them up. Try to find 
them in a good dictionary that has Latin roots (your teacher or parent can help you).   
Can you see how the dictionary gives you the Latin root?  List the derivatives you 
looked up below:

1. English Derivative:  ____________________ Latin Root: ____________________

2. English Derivative _____________________ Latin Root: ____________________

Try writing a sentence that uses at least two derivatives that you have learned.  
Underline the derivative and put the Latin root in parentheses right after it. 
Here is an example:

John was irritated (ira) after losing his fossil (fossa).

Now write your sentence:

________________________________________________________________________

Now try writing  a short little story using as many derivatives as you can. 
Be creative, this could be fun.  Underline the derivatives you use and put the Latin 
root it comes from in parentheses, just like you did in your sentence above.
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

unit	1



italic:	an early language spo-
ken in the region of Italy.
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chapter	5:	reVieW

the	Latin	famiLY	tree

 Study the Latin family tree and see where Latin came from and what languages 
came from Latin!  The oldest language is listed on the bottom of the tree and our 
language (English!) is listed on the top.

english!	About 
50% (half) of our English words 

come from Latin, sometimes directly 
from Latin, but often through French. 

Many professions get lots of important 
words from Latin--especially law, science, 

medicine, music, philosophy and the-
ology.  Also, English literature is 

filled with Latin quotations!portuguese
amigo: friend
filia: daughter

spanish
amigo: friend
hija: daughter

french
ami: friend

fille: daughter

italian
amico: friend

figlia: 
daughter

romanian
amic: friend
fiica: daughter

All of these 5 languages 
are called "Romance" 
languages because they 
came from the languages 
of the Romans--which 
was Latin!  They are 
all similar.  If you learn 
Latin well, you can easily 
learn any one (or several) 
of these Romance lan-
guages.  You can see how 
closely these languages are 
related to Latin (they are 
germane to Latin!) and to 
each other by looking at 
the words for friend and 
daughter in each language.  
Latin is a father, and the 
5 Romance languages are 
like sons--they are brother 
languages! 

Latin!		Spoken in the 
region of Latium on 
the west coast of cen-

tral Italy--where Rome 
is!

Amicus: friend
Filia: daughter

Latin-Faliscan:	an early 
Language that gave 

birth to Latin.

indo-european	Language:	
spoken through most of Europe as 

far back as 5,000 years before Christ 
(5,000 B.C.)

unit	1




